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Some tips to sew on a wonderful fabric.

Step 1

Fleece fabrics are made of polyester or acrylic fibers which are water resistant. They are light
weight and an ideal choice for making outerwear.

Step 2

PREWASHING AND DRYING
Fleece fabrics do not shrink or bleed so they do not need prewashing. Anti-pill fleece does not pill
and they look neat even after washing.
Do not over dry the fleece fabrics. The fibers may melt.
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PATTERN SELECTION AND MODIFICATIONS
1: Chose a pattern which is simple and does not have many design or seam lines.
2: Loose-fitting styles are the best for making outerwear garments.
3: To reduce bulk, eliminate as many seams as possible.
4: Although button holes can be made in the fleece garments, but you need to practice and make
lot of test samples. It is easier replace the button holes with
i) Toggles
ii) Heavy Duty Snaps
iii) Buttons and Loops
iv) Separating zippers (These can be added to pockets too) or heavy duty snaps.
5: Eliminate the underside of collars and cuffs.
6: If elimination of the underside collars and cuffs is not possible, use similar color polyester or
cotton fabric to avoid the double thickness of the fleece. These fabrics can also be used for facings
too.
7: Use patterns especially made for fleece fabrics for example: Simplicity 4032 Butterick 4665.

Step 4

MARKING THE FABRIC 1:
Iron remnants of iron-on fusible on all the markings which have to be transferred to the fabric.
2: Poke small holes with an awl on top of all the arrows or triangles and all matching points. (Photo
Below) These holes will be big enough to mark all the marks to fleece fabric.Step 32



Step 5

Awl I use for poking holes.

Step 6

CUTTING FLEECE
1: If it is hard to tell the right side from the wrong side, pull the cut edge or the cross-grain. It will
curl towards the wrong side of the fabric. Mark each piece with a chalk or marking pencils/ marker
on the wrong side.
In the picture above, 1 is the RIGHT side, 2 is the WRONG side and the arrow is pointing to the roll
towards the wrong side.
2: Fleece cuts easily with scissors or a rotary cutter. 60mm rotary cutter is preferable for heavy
fabrics.
3: Electric scissors can also be used for cutting fleece.
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1: Use the nap layout to cut your fabric.
2: I mark the pattern pieces and the fabric with the arrows going towards one side only so that I do
not place the pattern towards different directions to the nap.
3: Pin pattern pieces with long pins to the wrong side of the fleece.

Step 8

1: Cut one layer at a time. Donâ��t forget to flip pattern pieces for cutting the opposite sides.
3: Cut with long, smooth strokes.
4: Press the edge firmly by hand ruler to flatten it for cutting.
5: Transfer all the matching points etc on the wrong side of the fabric with a fine permanent marker
through the holes you made with the awl.
6: Use a Hera marker or a tracing wheel to mark the hem if you do not want to mark it with the
permanent marker.
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For collar patterns I like to make one full pattern, instead of flipping it over.

Step 10

SEWING PREPARATION
Keep the vacuum cleaner handy. Fleece leaves a lot of lint behind! Vacuum the sewing machine
inside and your sewing room after you are done with the project

Step 11

SEWING FLEECE
1: Always begin your project with a new sewing needle. Sewing on the fleece fabrics, dulls the
needles more often.
2: Use a universal, stretch or ball point sewing machine needles. Choose the needle size according
to the weight of the fabric. For most fabrics 80/12 will work. The thicker the fabric, bigger the size of
the needle.
3: Use a good quality 100% polyester thread. Cotton covered polyester threads are not that strong
for fleece and break often.
4: The thread should match the fabric or a shade darker.
5: Fleece fabrics may be difficult to sew because of the bulk. A seam ripper or an awl or a skewer
can help press down the fabric in front of the pressing foot. If the pile is not that thick, pressing with
just fingers helps.
6: Set machine for a slightly longer stitch (8 to 10 stitches per inch) or use medium stitch length
(2.5-4mm). I like to use either straight or a slight a narrow zig-zag.
7: Lower the presser foot pressure.
8: A walking-foot, or roller-foot will greatly help in the even feed of the both layers of the fabric.
9: Stitch slowly and carefully. Because ripping the seam is very hard.
10: Â½â�� length are good size seams. If the pattern calls for a 5/8â�� seams, sew and then cut the
seam allowances to reduce the bulk.
11: Or use serger.
o Select a wide 3- or 4-thread stitch.
o A 4-thread stitch squishes the fleece reducing the bulk.
o Use a longer than usual stitch length of 3 to 3.5mm.
o Reduce presser foot pressure.
< 12: Sew a test sample to adjust the pressure, stitch length or needle size.
13: When sewing around curved areas (such as necklines or armholes), stitch slowly and be
careful not to stretch the fleece as you guide it through the machine.Step 95



Step 12

FINISHING FLEECE
Fleece fabrics do not ravel! There are a number of ways to finish the edges
1: Keep them unfinished.
2: Cut with pinking shears or wavy rotary cutter if you have one.
3: Hand blanket stitch with a thick cotton thread like Pearl on collar, hems, sleeves and collars.
4: For 1.5â�� hem, fold the fabric to the wrong side and stitch very close to the raw edge. You can
either use straight or decorative stitches. 5: Top stitch with a double needle. Use washable
stabilizer to prevent waviness in the hem.
6: It can also be finished by using decorative threads on a serger.
7: Zig-zag braid or decorative thread at the edges. It can also be used at shoulders especially for
raglan sleeves.
8: Raw edges can also be binded by bias knit strips or fleece binding.
9: Use ribbing for the cuffs, or bottom.
10: Cut a fringe at the ends.

Step 13

STABILIZING FLEECE
1: There is no need to stabilize fleece unless you are using decorative stitches or making button
holes.
2: I prefer to use fusible interfacing for the patch pockets.
3: Use tricot knit fusible to stabilize the fabric. Use non-fusible interfacing (or strips of fusi-knit) to
give strength to closure areas around zippers, snaps, buttons and button holes.

Step 14

IRONING/PRESSING
1: Fleece fabric is heat sensitive. Either finger press or top stitch them.
2: If iron is needed as for curved seams, do not use the iron directly. Use steam or iron on a very
low temperature or it might leave an imprint or even melt the fabric
3: Use low-temp iron-on interfacing
4: For iron-on Velcro closures, wet both fabric and the Velcro pieces. Iron from the wrong side with
low temperature until the fabric is dry.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Hems or seams are wavy: stitch length may be too short.
Shredded seams: Needle with a bur
Stitches skipping: Smaller needle size Most problems are solved by increasing the stitch length,
changing the needle size and adding the fusible. Make a few test samples before sewing to set the
stitch length and needle size.
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